Immunobiology of experimental leishmaniasis.
Self-cure versus uncontrolled disease progression in experimental murine cutaneous leishmaniasis depends upon a delicate interplay among various activated cells of the host's immune system. Susceptibility or resistance to infection with Leishmania major is correlated with the ability of different inbred strains of mice to produce the characteristic spectra of lymphokines upon infection. Appropriate experimental interventions now allow the modulation of these responses, providing the possibility to render genetically susceptible mice resistant to infection and, vice versa, to cause genotypically "healer" strains to express a "non-healer" phenotype. These experimental manipulations have proven to be powerful tools in the dissection of the underlying immune mechanisms and cellular parameters responsible for susceptibility and resistance, and will perhaps allow the identification of molecules of parasite origin that induce deleterious immune responses to infection with Leishmania, and thus to exclude them from future vaccines. More importantly, rational immune intervention could permit the diversion of established host-damaging immune responses to host-protective immunization.